GTAC

\[ \text{[KJ} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1}] \rightarrow 75.9^\circ \]

Genoma
Grotesk

Adapt to survive & to communicate

No. 73 + 24 – 5.75°

C\textsubscript{5}H\textsubscript{5}N\textsubscript{5}Br\textsubscript{7}

360°C

[ADAPT\textsuperscript{−1} KJ.mol]


75, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended, Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted, Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted, Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

95, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended, Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted, Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted, Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

120, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended, Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted, Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted, Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

150 Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended, Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted, Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted, Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

175, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended, Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted, Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted, Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

ATG C

Genoma Grotesk

Adapt to survive & to communicate

[ADAPT]₄ to \#new (places) and \[supports]₃

No. 73 + 24 – 5°

C₅H₅N₅ 360°C

[KJ·mol⁻¹] → 96.9°


75, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended, Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted, Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted, Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

95, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended, Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted, Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted, Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

120, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended, Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted, Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted, Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

150, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended, Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted, Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted, Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

175, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended, Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted, Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted, Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

Adapt to survive & to communicate

No. 73 +24−5°

C$_5$H$_5$N$_5$

360°C

[ADAPT]$_4$ to → #new (places) and → [supports]$_3$
20, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended,
Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted,
Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted,
Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

35, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended,
Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted,
Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted,
Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

55, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended,
Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted,
Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted,
Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

75, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended,
Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted,
Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted,
Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

95, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended,
Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted,
Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted,
Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

120, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended,
Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted,
Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted,
Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

150 Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended,
Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted,
Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted,
Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

175, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended,
Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted,
Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted,
Ultra Extended Back-Slanted

200, Slanted, Back-Slanted, Extended,
Extended Slanted, Extended Back-Slanted,
Ultra Extended, Ultra Extended Slanted,
Ultra Extended Back-Slanted